Cross-Modally and Unimodally when we used spatial motion, we found that the FLE In order to relate the auditory "flash-lag" phenomenon can occur cross-modally. Together, these findings more closely to previous visual studies, we also investichallenge several FLE theories and point to a discrepgated whether the FLE would occur for auditory moveancy between internal brain timing and external stimument over space (as in visual motion). Using loudspeaklus timing.
1
Istituto di Neurofisiologia del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Via G. Moruzzi 1 alignment of the brief stimulus (tone burst) and the moving stimulus (frequency glide) did not coincide with Pisa 56125 Italy physical equality. Rather, the brief tone lagged behind the spectral movement and needed to be advanced in the direction of motion in order to be perceived as equal in pitch with the instantaneous sweep frequency (Figure Summary 1A). Data for two subjects ( Figure 1B) show that for upward sweeps, the brief tone needed an increment In 1958 MacKay [1] showed that a rigidly moving object becomes visually fragmented when part of it is continof about 0.35 octaves (approximately 4 semitones) to achieve perceptual alignment, and for downward sweeps, uously visible but the rest is illuminated intermittently. For example, the glowing tip of a lit cigarette moving a decrement of 0.27 octaves (approximately 3 semitones) was required. In both cases, then, the "static" under stroboscopic illumination appeared to move ahead of the intermittently lit body. Latterly rediscovburst lagged behind the spectral movement. The experiment was repeated for various sweep speeds, and these ered as "the flash-lag effect" (FLE) [2] , this illusion now is typically demonstrated on a computer monitor conditions revealed that lag magnitude is proportional to the speed of the frequency sweep, with smaller offsets showing two spots of light, one translating across the screen and another briefly flashed in vertical alignment required to match the tone with the sweeping frequency as the sweep speed slows. Importantly, subjects were with it. Despite being physically aligned, the brief flash is seen to lag behind the moving spot. This effect has able to match accurately the dichotic tones when the sweep speed was reduced to zero. The linear fits in recently motivated much fruitful research, prompting a variety of potential explanations, including those Figure 1B show the slope of the speed dependency and indicate a constant temporal differential of about based on motion extrapolation [2, 3] , differential latency [4, 5] , attention [6] , postdiction [7] , and temporal 150-180 ms between the brief and the moving stimuli ( Figure 1B ). Temporal differentials are often used for integration [8] (for review, see [9] ). With no consensus on which theory is most plausible, we have broadened quantifying the FLE in vision, although the reported temporal lags are generally much shorter (80 ms or less) the scope of enquiry to include audition and have found that the FLE is not confined to vision. Whether [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . the auditory motion stimulus is a frequency sweep or a translating sound source, briefly presented auditory Spatial Location Lags behind Spatial Movement, stimuli lag behind auditory movement. In addition, Cross-Modally and Unimodally when we used spatial motion, we found that the FLE In order to relate the auditory "flash-lag" phenomenon can occur cross-modally. Together, these findings more closely to previous visual studies, we also investichallenge several FLE theories and point to a discrepgated whether the FLE would occur for auditory moveancy between internal brain timing and external stimument over space (as in visual motion). Using loudspeaklus timing.
ers, we moved a low-pass filtered white-noise source smoothly from left to right through an azimuthal angle Results of approximately Ϫ20Њ to ϩ20Њ. A 20 ms sound burst (1 kHz pure tone) occurred at the temporal mid-point of Brief Tones Lag behind Auditory Spectral Motion the motion interval and was initially spatially located at We first studied the FLE in audition by using spectral 0Њ azimuth. Observers were required to judge whether motion, movement produced by sweeping through the the brief tone was located ahead of or behind the motion auditory frequency spectrum. Using headphones, obat the moment it occurred. We varied the actual location servers heard a tone of 1 s duration in one ear. This of the tone (determined by interaural time difference) tone swept over a 2 octave frequency range (from 1 to from one trial to the next according to a Quest procedure 4 kHz) in a log-linear frequency glide. In the middle of the to find the point of subjective alignment with the movefrequency sweep, a brief 40 ms tone burst was played to ment. Analogous to the visual flash-lag effect, the locathe other ear. Initially, the brief tone was set to 2 kHz, tion of the brief tone lagged behind the moving sound and observers were required to judge whether it was source and required a large spatial advance in the direchigher or lower than the sweeping frequency at that tion of motion to be subjectively aligned. This result moment. Based on the observers' responses, an adapis shown in Figure 2 for two observers (60 degree/s tive staircase procedure (Quest [10] ) was used for adcondition). Again, we manipulated the speed of movejusting the burst frequency to home in on subjective ment (by varying azimuthal angle) and found that the magnitude of the corrective advance was speed depen- in the auditory-flash/visual-motion condition since the flash would be perceived first. However, the opposite was observed.
Moreover, from the pattern of differences between conditions (Figure 3 ), the latency model would dictate the order of latencies for the four stimulus elements as being (from shortest to longest): auditory motion, visual motion, visual flash, and auditory flash. This is because the stimulus with the longest latency is the auditory burst, which lags both visual and auditory motion. The stimulus with the shortest latency, however, would need to be auditory motion because it leads both auditory and visual flashes. If we assign a hypothetical latency of x ms to auditory motion (we cannot know its absolute latency), then latencies for visual motion and visual flashes would have to be (if one works from subject 1 in Figure 3) x ϩ 56 and x ϩ 69 ms, respectively, and auditory bursts would be x ϩ 169 ms. Although these latencies are not impossible, it does seem highly implausible that the auditory system's poor sensitivity to spatial movement should have the fastest latency and that latencies for auditory tones should be slowest. Furthermore, it is odd that latencies for auditory movement should be so much faster than those for visual move- Figures 1 and 2 ). This has important really monopolizing attention in the first place. It would be more accurate to describe the cross-modal condiimplications in showing that the FLE is a general phenomenon reflecting sensory processes not specific to tions as divided-attention tasks because the conditions were tested in a blocked design, meaning subjects knew vision. As observed with the visual FLE, half-trajectory conditions rule out a motion extrapolation account of in advance to divide their attention between vision and audition.
the auditory FLE. The data also establish the existence of a cross-modal FLE. A cross-modal FLE poses a seriThree theories of the FLE still cannot be dismissed at present on the basis of these data. The temporal ous challenge to the latency model of the FLE and is unlikely to be due to cross-modal attentional effects. averaging [8] , postdiction [7] , and positional sampling [16] models, with appropriate amendments to extend Several FLE accounts, namely the postdiction, positional sampling, and temporal integration models, could them into the auditory domain, might be able to offer plausible accounts of the auditory and cross-modal be readily adapted to account for the auditory FLE and for the cross-modal conditions. Sorting among the redata. The temporal averaging model builds on the principle that neurons integrate input over a brief period bemaining models requires data on temporal integration and reaction times to the stimuli used in these experifore firing, with their output reflecting the average over this period. In this model, the two main parameters dements. Continuing work in our laboratory is aimed at obtaining these data in order to evaluate these models. A termining the flash-lag are the motion-integration period and the duration during which the flash's position signal tantalizing possibility is that perceived timing of external stimulus events may not simply depend on physical persists. The flash lag is the time-averaged positional difference between the two. Because integration peritiming summed with neural delays (due to latencies or to integration). Such a suggestion was made recently ods in audition have been reported to be longer (up to several hundred milliseconds [13] ) than in vision, they after the observation that factors other than neural delays are needed to explain cross-attribute temporal could easily offset the transmission latencies that see auditory signals reach the cortex 20-30 ms before visual matching in vision [19] , and this may well be relevant to the temporal alignment of stimuli in the cross-modal FLE. signals [14, 15] . Thus, the model could readily predict the large AA effect by positing longer integration periods in audition for brief and for translating stimuli. It could
